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To See Or
Not to See?

“Nothing to see here” is a suspicious phrase.

Abstract

Whenever we hear it, we pause and become alerted.
Something is most likely indeed happening, and worth
noting — mishaps ranging from either an embarrassing
coffee spill, unfair abuses of privacy, or insidious early
signs of a pandemic.
Historically, states and national entities have always
valued the power of information to allow them to see
more, and see better — all the while obstructing the
path to clarity for ordinary citizens. Systems and infrastructure have become expressions of authority, rife
with distortion and deception. Familiar systems are
commandeered to surveil us, yet most of us fail to
notice them.
I encourage us to rethink and scrutinize our interactions with modes of communication. As a graphic
designer, I make information visible through compelling narratives — gaining an overhead view while
unearthing critical data. My practice is an attempt in
protecting information’s integrity and resolution.
This thesis scrutinizes the built environment, questions power imbalances, and reclaims potent mediums.
“Something to see here” transforms and reframes a
cliché into a call for awareness, and an everlasting
quest for alternative perspectives.

← Tourists and an LED
display on Tian’anmen
Square, China, July 2012.
The slogan says “Firmly
push forward the great
agenda of implementing
socialism with Chinese
characteristics.”
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A Conversation
With Duyi Han

So recently you undertook quite an unusual and
extraordinary journey, can you give me a recount of
what happened?
The US and China have been opposite realities:
in January it was one way and now in March and
April it is the other. I was lucky to go home to
Shanghai on March 20 when the US’s curve was
picking up dramatically.
I was in New York, and took a Cathay Pacific
flight from JFK to Hong Kong and, after a layover,
another flight to Shanghai. While I saw almost
zero coronavirus protection measures at JFK, the
staff at Shanghai’s airport were fully protected
(with hazmat suits). I went through about 11
checks within the airport, including travel history
interviews and temperature scans. Then, I was
escorted to a designated hotel and quarantined
for 14 days. I was released to home on April 5.

Weixi Zeng

Duyi Han
is a designer and founder
of the Los Angeles-based
creative studio Doesn’t
Come Out. He grew up in
Shanghai, China, and spent
much of his formative years
studying architecture at
Cornell University. Duyi has
collaborated and worked
internationally with firms
like Herzog & de Meuron
and Gensler.
Duyi describes himself as
“austere and extravagant;
cerebral and poetic; cold
and warm.” His work
concerns the evolution of
art, design, and aesthetics.
His undergraduate thesis,
titled Change Always: Duyi
Han on Mutant Forms, is
an expressive investigation
into the evolution of formal
and aesthetic experiences
in design.

You consider you were “lucky” to return home to
Shanghai. Many in the U.S. consider China to be the
epicenter of many global problems, including this one,
and wouldn’t consider themselves “lucky” to be in
China. What do you think is causing this type of attitude among certain Americans?
They have a strong nationalist sentiment or
national pride. Also, ideological stereotypes
are penetrated by the media. Indirectly, limited
access to international travel because of disposable income and distance (also contributed to a
narrow worldview). There is also the presence
of cultural emphasis on emotional feeling, more
than rational thinking.
14

← Duyi Han, The Saints
Wear White, Architecture
rendering and digital fresco
paintings, February 2020.
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Jason Horowitz, “Italy
Locks Down Much of the
Country’s North Over the
Coronavirus,” The New York
Times, March 7, 2020.
Amy Qin, “China May Be
Beating the Coronavirus, at
a Painful Cost,” The New
York Times, March 7, 2020.

I recall in March there were two articles in the New
York Times published back-to-back. One praised the
brave healthcare workers in Italy and the swift measures the government there took to lock down the city,
while the other criticized the Chinese government’s
similar response. This type of double standard coming
from a renowned source like the Times stirred a lot of
uproar among some Chinese people. They claim it’s a
form of sinophobia and racism.
However, it’s valid to argue that the silencing of early
whistle-blowers in China enabled this virus to spread
unchecked and eventually explod around the world.
Do you agree that fighting for truth and transparency
is a paramount concern?
To me, this is common sense — simply put, political decision-makers really need to listen more to
professionals.

Dr. Li Wenliang, from Wuhan,
became a national symbol
for justice and free speech
after he died of COVID-19.
Many in China and around
the world mourn him
to remind people the
importance of a transparent
society.
Photo credit: Lam Yik Fei for
The New York Times

And put down their egos and false sense of
confidence.

I guess this applies, if not more relevant to this administration in the US. If the US had a different president
right now, how do you think the pandemic would’ve
played out in America? Would the outcome be much
different?
The outcome could have been more similar to
countries like Germany and Austria if the leader
were more responsible and rational. A few countries with populist leaders are not doing so well:
the U.S., Brazil, etc.

That’s an interesting synthesis. The smart responses
of national leaders not only cement actions on a political level, but also offer the general public sympathy
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and emotional consolation — I’d much rather listen to
Angela Merkel than Jair Bolsonaro.

A Conversation With
Duyi Han

Exactly.

Speaking of national responses, do you think privacy
and personal rights are suffering another substantial
blow in the face of “virus control?”
Inevitably some privacy and personal freedom
have to be given up in order to fight the virus.
Not just China.

Right, authoritarian leaders, plus their admirers and
to-be authoritarian leaders around the world are all
seizing this chance to tighten their grip on citizens. In
order to contain the virus and monitor citizens’ health
status, China even invented a new app called the
“health code” to show someone’s risk level. Have you
used it and how does it work exactly? Do you think it’s
intrusive or is it an acceptable compromise for public
health?
I have been using the health code. Some public
places like office buildings and shopping malls —
not all of them — apply health code control. Visitors need to present the code to a guard at the
entrance. I think this measure is a responsible one
and I don’t feel so intruded upon because I feel
like there are already other people tracking measures in place before the coronavirus.

Selam Gebrekidan, “For
Autocrats, and Others,
Coronavirus Is a Chance to
Grab Even More Power,”
The New York Times,
March 30, 2020.

The health code has
become a new social status
symbol in China — those
with green codes can roam
around freely and live
normally, while others face
mandatory quarantine or
home confinement.
Photo credit: CNN

That’s a good point you mentioned in the end — I
looked into the details, and the health code compiles
only regional travel information to ensure the individual has not been to hotspot areas where they’re more
likely to contract the disease. We could argue that if
someone truly wants to harvest location data off you
through the health code, it would not be an efficient
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method — obviously they can obtain much more granular data if they so desire, in a country like China.
But where do you, personally, draw the line? When do
you think an app, or an internet company, becomes
too intrusive and nosey on privacy?
I personally don’t have a red line and I’m curious
to see how much they can intrude. So far the most
annoying thing that happened to me is receiving
personally tailored spam ads (with my correct
address) in the mail while I was in the US.

It’s odd that something you consider most annoying
is ironically not a tech product, but the old-fashioned
paper spam.

Samuel Kling, “Is the City Itself the Problem?” CityLab,
April 20, 2020.

That makes me think of urbanization — we both come
from Shanghai and have mostly lived in cities ever
since. Cities and urban areas are the hardest hit when
a respiratory disease spreads so easily in overcrowded
places. Some researchers are worried that this might
pose yet another blow to urbanization. Your work
deals with urban settings and our relationships with
modes of infrastructure, if I’ve synthesized it correctly.
What roles do you think artists like us should undertake in a world full of cacophony? What is your guiding principle?
In my work you often see objects and architectural space. To answer your question, I think fine
artists should primarily be concerned about their
personal artistic voice. Whether they respond to
their world context is optional.

It seems like you respond more to subconscious artistic expressions, compared to a didactic way of coming
up with concepts for artwork. Would you say some
artists or designers are pushing too hard to force
certain areas of interests, or narratives, into the work
18

they do? Are you proposing that they should trust
more of their instincts?

A Conversation With
Duyi Han

There is a spectrum of artists: those who rely
more on instinct and those who rely more on a
structured way of using ideas. I see artistic success possible on both ends.

And a lot of it is about striking that fine balance
between the two — you don’t want to be too frivolous
but also not too boring.
Many artists are creating work as a response to the
COVID-19 crisis, some even opportunistic gambits to
profit off this pandemic. Where do we draw the line
between artistic acts of kindness versus unnecessary
distractions?
I think the benchmark is whether the work
is really effective in spreading kindness and
whether the artist really has a good intention.

They are so ubiquitous during this period of time —
are you tired of these types of “pandemic relief” artworks yet?
Personally I think there is not enough, not
enough quality ones. I’m surprised that I haven’t
seen many truly excellent good fine art pieces
related to the pandemic yet. Maybe we are experiencing a certain phase and we will see intellectually deeper works later.

It is difficult to produce
high-quality work amid a
global crisis, especially for
those artists whose jobs
and regular incomes are
under threat.
Wikipedia list: Impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on the
arts and cultural heritage.

I think most people have to grapple with reality and
this depressing time first, and then it takes longer for
something truly great to simmer and cook. Also, I feel
like we can’t always be expected to be creative, to
“channel our inner artistic desires and make wonderful things” as suggested by some people.
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But you actually created a quite successful series of
artworks depicting health care workers in Wuhan,
long before the western world was overwhelmed by
the same problem. What compelled you to create
The Saints Wear White? Can you explain its origin?

Duyi Han, The Saints
Wear White, Architecture
rendering and digital fresco
paintings, February 2020.

My art and design work concerns the evolution of
aesthetics and the feeling of beauty through perceiving images, architectural space, and objects.
I like church frescoes and paintings as an art form.
It’s powerful in evoking the feeling of respect and
sublimity. Therefore, when I saw so much social
media coverage about the medical workers and
felt emotional and very moved, I had the idea and
created this work.

I think The Saints Wear White is successful in that
it offers a subtle, not heavily skewed perspective.
It depicts the most critical team of professionals
helping us out of depression, while not pushing any
explicit agendas. It also doesn’t fall into the trope of
“in these uncertain times…” type of PSA clichés.
You created a powerful image out of a rather quotidian illustration. Do you agree that compelling works of
art and design are heavily informed by everyday life?

Microsoft Sam, Every
Covid-19 Commercial is
Exactly the Same, YouTube
video, April 15, 2020.
<https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vM3J9jDoaTA>

To be emotionally compelling, art and design
often have to make viewers or users feel
connected through using elements found in
everyday life.

I agree, the greatest works of art or fiction always are
grounded in reality, offering just a bit of hint of something plausibly real.
Marta Colombo, “This Artist
Is Glorifying China’s Health
Workers With a Fresco-Inspired Mural in a Hubei
Chapel,” Vice News,
April 1, 2020.
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I remembered that a lot of media, including pretty
large news sites, mistook your fictional church painting as a real site-specific work. What do you think that
suggests about the current media network and their

attitude toward facts, ethics, and searching for truth?

A Conversation With
Duyi Han

For the media that stated my work is physically
built, they did not contact me to review what they
were going to publish, so I have no control on this.
I think the priority of a lot of media today is
about presenting news and getting readership,
not verifying the facts. They do look at sources
for reference. They are not doing bad things on
a level the police or secret agents would. But
they’re also not doing good things on a level
documentary makers would.

Ha, they’re sort of the least of both worlds, and pretty
lame. They are not sly enough to produce the copious
fake news or numerous conspiracy theories emerging
from the pandemic — for example, Chinese nationalist
media claimed that COVID-19 originated out of the US
military; while US right-wing commentators accused
the Chinese government of intentionally releasing the
virus…
Do you think this paints a bleak atmosphere where
misinformation is so rampant, even a public health
crisis won’t stop the fabrication of misleading information?
Again, a pretty simple equation in this complex
issue — As long as there are political benefits, we
will keep seeing these types of things happen.

I’ll stop on that point there, since I think it’s a good
reminder and warning sign for all of us. Thank you for
telling me about your stories and work during “these
challenging times”!

The Editorial Board, “We the
People, in Order to Defeat
the Coronavirus,” Opinion,
The New York Times,
May 1, 2020.

My pleasure, we have many more lessons to learn
from all of this. ▒
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Every
Move Will Be
Recorded,
Permanently

↓ “The Paperholder.” A Drawing by
Gabriel de Saint-Aubin, 1749.

Essay 1

More than 200 years ago, an unassuming French police
officer had an ambitious project to administer the entire
population of Paris. His name was Jacques François Guillauté, and he proposed a system for constant surveillance
that was ahead of its time.
This 18th-century contraption would have been a series of
giant wooden rotary wheels containing sensitive details of
Parisians. Operators would sit in a spacious, well-decorated
room with a large map of Paris over them. They could use
wooden paddles to navigate the filing mechanism, inputting
and extracting individual’s information as needed. Guillauté named it “The Paperholder.” The ambitious blueprint
promised the ruling class, especially the King, to “know
what becomes of each individual from his birth to his last
breath.”01
Each resident’s full name and address was to be logged
into The Paperholder — an unprecedented move to record
household information, as the first step in organizing the
jumbled personal details into searchable forms. The intentions of this wooden Rolodex-like machine proved that
surveillance statecraft have existed long before modern
computing technologies were available. American political
scientist James C. Scott believed that these archival systems
are designed and conceived to “arrange the population in
ways that simplified the classic state functions of taxation,
conscription, and prevention of rebellion.”02
However, King Louis XV didn’t possess the same vision.
Overlooked and rejected, Guillauté’s machine was never

24

↑ The cavernous war room in Stanley
Kubrick’s film Dr. Strangelove or: How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb, Columbia Pictures, 1964.

01 Grégoire Chamayou, “Everything Will
Be Recorded,” Feature Stories 14, June 30,
2010: Max Planck Institute for the History of
Science. <https://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.
de/news/features/features-feature14>
02 James C. Scott, Seeing Like A State, Yale
University Press, 1998.
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built. But it manifested the will of the power, of those who
wish to keep a permanent record of every person and their
every move. From Guillauté’s manuscripts, we are able to
catch a glimpse of this infrastructure of control.
To no surprise, Guillauté’s machine was soon resurrected —
its modern successors exponentially exceeded its original
capability to surveil. Cathedral-like control rooms and
operation centers blossomed as authorities around the
world felt compelled to show off the technologies of control.
These control rooms gave those in power an adrenaline rush,
empowering their egos despite mishaps often breeding in
these spaces — like when military officials gathered around
the war room in Dr. Strangelove (1964), or startled operators
helplessly trying to contain a nuclear meltdown in the 2019
TV show Chernobyl.

↑ Engineers panicking before losing control
of the Chernobyl nuclear reactor. Photo
credit: HBO/Sky.

In an odd sense, control rooms have been decentralized —
tools of mass tracking are exhaustive today, to the point
where surveillance capitalism has become the backbone of
the economy.03 On any given day, “tens of millions of Americans, including many children, find themselves carrying
spies in their pockets.”04

Every Move Will Be Recorded,
Permanently

To no surprise,
Guillauté’s machine
was soon resurrected
— its modern
incarnations’ capability
to surveil exponentially
exceeded itself.
↓ Mission Control Center, Tomorrowland,
Disney World Florida. c.1960s.

Most consumers are easily coaxed into these programs, not
fully realizing their nefarious potential. Being able to enjoy
the assortment of entertainment or communication tools
today is synonymous to surrendering some aspect of one’s
privacy. Government agencies and internet companies are
colluding to “collect it all,” as Edward Snowden warned
when he exposed the nefarious programs of the CIA.05 The
inescapable fact is that we are complicit. By providing every
piece of information, aware or not, to assist in this objective.

03 Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of Surveillance
Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future
at the New Frontier of Power, PublicAffairs
Books, 2019.
04 Stuart A. Thompson, Charlie Warzel,
“Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero
Privacy,” The New York Times, December
19, 2019.

Is it too late to reverse this trend of constant monitoring and
data harvesting? Entire economies have been transformed
by the greed for information. Consumers have been commodified. It might sound pessimistic to say it’s too late — not
even Edward Snowden’s whistle-blowing can change our
behaviors. Guillauté’s dystopian machine is being materialized and pushed to the extreme — falsely in the name of
efficiency and security. ▒

05 “Everyone is under surveillance now,
says whistleblower Edward Snowden,”
Associated Press, May 3, 2014.
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Know Your Score,
Know Yourself

Mass surveillance has blossomed with the complicity
of big corporations. The “bulk collection” of contents
and metadata enables governmental and private entities alike to analyze our behaviors and habits. Information is becoming a commodity, and internet users are
becoming the product.

September 2019
Print Poster, 36×48in
Weixizeng.com/scores

In this poster, I present a dystopian outlook where
urban dwellers are reduced to a three-digit score — not
unlike the credit scores we are assigned in the US or
the daunting social scoring system China is trying to
implement. As we observe these ordinary citizens go
about their day, we also see the chilling itemized list of
violations or accolades that determined their scores.

↓ A three-digit score is used
to determine an individual’s
social status and standing.
Green, orange, and red
backgrounds indicate
whether the score is in a
acceptable range or not.
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Will social credit scores
become the most important
judging factor in our lives?
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You Are Now
Remotely Controlled
Poster series (details), 2020
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You Are Now Remotely
Controlled
Technology writer Shoshana Zuboff coined the phrase
“Surveillance Capitalism” — a tangible chilling reminder
of how our digital lives have been preyed on by toxic
digital policies. Every little move we make online is
heavily scrutinized and recorded permanently to be
either monetized or later used against us. Mechanisms
of surveillance capitalism have infiltrated every corner
of our laptops, rooms, and cities.

March 2020
Poster Series, 18×24in each
Weixizeng.com/controlled

In this poster series, a continuous feedback loop consisting of computer windows is linked with nodes and
wires. Alluding to early graphic interfaces, these panels
offer a clue to how and where we are being monitored.
Snippets from Zuboff’s essay You Are Now Remotely
Controlled are interspersed throughout the composition, providing material proofs of the violation
of privacy.

↑ Details of the poster
series containing excerpts
from Zuboff’s essay.
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Digital Tools in Real Life
Short Film, 2019
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↓ Virtually hording cleaning products
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Digital Tools
in Real Life

February 2019
Short Film, 02 min 10 sec
16:9 Ratio
Weixizeng.com/
digital-tools

We are accustomed to all kinds of tools around us: a
hammer, a bone folder, a paper trimmer. For the most
part throughout our history as a tool-wielding society,
we recognized them as physical objects. Until computers changed that: tools now exist in the virtual realm
on digital devices, with new gestures constantly being
invented to interact with them. On a daily basis, we
probably interact with more digital tools than we do
with physical ones: the cursor, the drag, the zoom. This
holds true especially for graphic designers, whose livelihoods are dependent on various Adobe programs.
Most of these tools seem benign and essential. But as
technology advances, these tools have departed from
the digital domain and ventured into our private lives.
Sometimes they even infiltrate deeper disguising as
essential services — consumers willingly purchase such
tools like Google Home or Amazon Echo in the name of
convenience.
As these tools provide us with services, they slowly
reach deeper into ourselves, understand us better, and
ultimately capture a permanent record of our lives. How
are these digital tools manipulating the way we live and
the decisions we make? Are we still the masters of our
tools, or are our tools the masters of ourselves?
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↓ Rotate a piece of
road signage with the
rotation tool.
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All Watched Over By
Machines of Loving Grace
Motion poster, 2020
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→ Early Mac OS interface from 1984.
↓ Seeing Dave from HAL-9000’s
perspective. Screen captured from 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968). Dir. Stanley Kubrick.

All Watched
Over By Machines
of Loving Grace01
In a three-part documentary of the same name for the
BBC, filmmaker Adam Curtis chronicled the development of contemporary computer systems, highlighting
early theories proposed by pioneers like Ayn Rand.

March 2020
Motion Poster, 15 sec
Weixizeng.com/
machines-love

Curtis’ beliefs that computer and internet systems
have failed to serve the public responsibly is more relevant than ever today. The executives of Silicon Valley
have been colluding with authorities to “[distort] and
[simplify] our view of the world around us.”02
↓ The IBM 360, a classic main frame
computer from 1964.

This motion poster promotes Curtis’ great work, and
doubles as a visual synthesis of the documentary
series. We zoom out of frantically pulsating color bars
representing early mainframe computer stacks and
interfaces; to abstract satellites hovering above earth,
watching over us. The scale transitions from micro to
macro, sparking examinations into digital and physical
communication tools alike.

01 The phrase “All watched
over by machines of loving
grace” was actually first
drafted by American writer
Richard Brautigan in his
1967 poetry publication by
the same name. Contrary to
Curtis, Brautigan believed
that machines and artificial
minds are guardians, and
their presence and advancement would improve
our lives and create an
utopian society.
02 All Watched Over by
Machines of Loving Grace
(2011), BBC. Dir. Adam
Curtis
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Mapping Events
Personal digital map
archive, on-going
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12.01.2019
Northeastern U.S.

10.01.2019
Beijing, China

First snow of the season
sweeping across
Northeastern U.S.,
causing delays in postThanksgiving travels.

11.20.2019
Los Angeles, CA

The airspace above Beijing
was closed to all traffic except
for aircraft participating in
the grandiose military parade
in celebration of the 70-year
founding of the People's
Republic of China.

Police helicopter circling
over South Los Angeles.

01.22.2016
Northeastern U.S.
A powerful blizzard rampaging
in the Northeast making its
way towards New York. When
it eventually reached the city,
it would end up dumping a
record breaking 27.5 inches of
snow in Central Park.

07.04.2016
New York, NY
Celebratory fireworks on
the East River shut down
a large stretch of the FDR
Drive in Manhattan.

09.10.2017
Florida
Hurricane Irma making
landfall in Florida,
grounding all flights
in the region.

11.18.2019
Kowloon, Hong Kong

01.04.2020
New South Wales, Australia

Riot police besiege the
Polytechnic University
in Hong Kong, where
hundreds of student
protestors were trapped
inside. 1,400 rounds of
tear gas were fired in
the vicinity.

Fire-fighting aircraft
on missions above
Jervis Bay in Australia,
attempting to put out
the raging mountain fires
in the region.

11.26.2019
Fresno, CA

01.23.2020
Wuhan, China

California Highway Patrol
helicopter circling over the
city of Fresno.

All inbound and outbound
flights are canceled at
Wuhan Tianhe International
Airport on the first day of
a citywide lockdown — an
unprecedented drastic
measure enacted to prevent
the spread of COVID-19.

10.31.2017
New York, NY

02.27.2019
South Asia

A truck driven by a terrorist
rammed into several
pedestrians on the Hudson
River Park bike path. The
deadly incident left lower
Manhattan in a gridlock.
The scheduled Halloween
parade in West Village
continued as normal.

12.11.2017
New York, NY
The aftermath of a failed
pipe-bomb attack inside
the Times Square – 42nd St
subway station.
12.27.2018
Brooklyn, NY

Pakistan and Afghanistan
closed their airspaces to all
civilian traffic due to armed
conflicts between Pakistan
and India.
01.18.2019
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles traffic on a
typical workday.

Crossing paths with
an aerial survey flight
zigzagging over
New York — this is
likely a mission by
a major mapping service
provider, who would
generate the very
maps and satellite
images you see here.

01.22.2016
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Heightened security
measures during the 2016
Rio Olympics resulted in
numerous high-altitude
surveillance flights like this
over the city.
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Map Monitor

On-going
Digital Map Archive
Zengwish95.github.io/
Maps-Archive/

These screenshots are my personal collection of digital maps. I thrive on mindlessly wandering through
mapping services like Google Maps, Street View, or
FlightRadar24.
At some point along these seemingly clueless digital
journeys, I realized they can be used to reveal things
they’re not originally designed to disclose — empty
areas on flight tracking maps can hint at inclement
weather, street closure markings on Google Maps can
indicate protests, tumbleweed-like flight patterns can
reveal aerial surveillance...
These maps are my form of record-keeping, full of
metadata and information that allude to specific stories. They offer an alternative point of entry into matters large and small, public or personal.

→ Website mockup for my
map archive. Upon entering
the site, the viewer will
see scattered out images.
A short title will show by
hovering over each image,
while clicking on the image
will reveal additional text
and related news articles.
One would need to pan
around in the web browser
to discover more images,
just like how one would
navigate a web-based
mapping service.
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Seeing Like
A Helicopter

Essay 2

At two in the morning in Los Angeles, I was awoken to flyover
noises and an insistent stern female voice: “462, step out
of the vehicle and slowly walk to the curb.” Accompanied
by the sounds of whirring rotor blades, it was easy to conclude that the menacing flying object belonged to some law
enforcement agency.
↓ An LAPD helicopter shining its powerful
spotlight onto a house where a potential
suspect is hiding. Photo credit: Kevin
Cooley for The New York Times.

I rubbed my drowsy eyes as I pulled back the curtain,
attempting a visual confirmation. What I saw resembled a
scene out of a stereotypical crime film set in L.A. — the notorious LAPD helicopter circling low above the dingbat houses
and palm trees, with its bright spotlight locking on a target. The deafening engine continued to roar as the woman
repeated her demands.
This was part of an aerial surveillance, and policing, in an
attempt to intercept whoever is involved. I guess the movies
are actually accurate. Having never lived in L.A., I’ve always
assumed helicopter chases like this are merely exaggerated
artistic depictions. I was inadvertently drawn into a dramatic
stop and frisk.
Five years of living in New York City has exposed me to
countless helicopter sightings. But I’ve never seen one that
gave orders to subordinates below in the dead of night. It
was surreal and frightening. It certainly triggered reactions
in me: “Are they talking to me? Am I in trouble?” As a visitor stopping temporarily in L.A. with no criminal history, I
reacted by irrationally asking myself if I’ve committed any
nefarious crimes to be granted an intimate visit by a police
helicopter.
How would people with more vulnerable backgrounds react?
How would people with previous run-ins with the police
react? How would undocumented immigrants react? I can
only imagine it would be a stressful and traumatic experience, being stunned out of bed by a flying overlord who can
upend their sweet dreams, literally.
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When George Orwell portrayed the apprehension of Winston and Julia in his novel 1984, they were violently dragged
out of bed by a team of officers descending from a hovering
drone. It materialized an instinctual fear — no matter how
well you think you’ve hidden yourself from the authority,
they are always able to find you.
Automobiles changed the way American cities regulate their
residents. Police cruisers hunting for speeding vehicles and
being pulled over on the highway is too common for American life.01 Yet in Los Angeles, where freeways and automobiles dominate, cars alone are inadequate to monitor an
area as large as the state of Rhode Island.

L.A.’s sprawl seems endless,
which necessitates reaching
to the skies to circumvent
its infamous traffic.
LAPD boasts the nation’s oldest, and largest police helicopter fleet, all attributed to the design of the city.02 “With its
campaign of ubiquitous aerial surveillance, Los Angeles is a
kind of real-time R&D site for the world’s sprawling megacities.” Geoff Manaugh affirmed us in an investigative journal
he wrote for The New York Times Magazine.03 An omnipresent aerial surveillance program seems to be perfectly justifiable for a city like Los Angeles. Its sprawl seems endless,
which necessitates reaching to the skies to circumvent its
infamous traffic.

01 Sarah A. Seo, Policing the Open Road:
How Cars Transformed American Freedom,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2019.
02 Geoff Manaugh, “How Aerial Surveillance
Has Changed Policing — and Crime — in Los
Angeles,” The New York Times Magazine,
March 23, 2016.
03 Ibid.
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Unlike New York where rows upon rows of high-rises form
valleys and obstruct views of city streets, Los Angeles is
mostly flat, with a few skyscrapers concentrated downtown
and along Wilshire Boulevard. Most of L.A.’s urban fabric is
composed of single-story houses and vast swaths of parking
lots, making it effortless to spot anyone from above.
Ironically, the unintended consequence of car-centric urban
design is the need for something that exceeds the limit of
automobiles. Hence comes the flying police, and charter

↑ Empty parking lots along Wilshire
Boulevard in Los Angeles. Photo Credit:
Edward Ruscha, Thirty-four Parking Lots in
Los Angeles, 1967.

helicopter services that ferry important people who can
afford to fly over gridlocked streets below. Helicopter culture
is an unexpected embodiment of the top-down societal
structure. Those with means and money can literally rise
over those without.
Whizzing private aircraft above glistering towers epitomize
visions of the future. But it’s merely a topical solution to a
problem that is rooted on the ground. It’s based on the naive
idea that if we utilize the airspace above us, we can say good
riddance to problems like congestion and traffic accidents.
Flying is a solution to a problem created by decades of
emphasis on auto infrastructure over mass transit. It fails to
rethink the distribution of space, falling into the same trappings as automobiles. It is only available disproportionately
to the rich and often associated with ostentatious displays of
wealth. If the future of mobility is flying, then we are waiting
for a future that is not democratic.
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The Chainsmokers inadvertently achieved the feat of “performing infrastructure,” albeit highlighting all the negative
aspects of bad urban design, condoning a lifestyle that is
problematic and disconnected from the average resident.
It paints a bleak picture of a stratified society — hypnotizing
immature, naive minds on YouTube. Kitschy yet virally popular entertainment contents alike seem straight out of Brave
New World, a hint at the downfall of their mass appeal.

↑ Flying “in style” on Blade in order to walk
awkwardly on the Vessel at Hudson Yards.
Photo Credit: The Chainsmokers YouTube
Channel, 2019.

In July 2019, internet celebrity DJ duo The Chainsmokers
released a new music video on Youtube.04 The music itself
is a tiring mix of soulless autotune and cookie-cutter beats.
What captured my attention was the filming — it features the
newly minted Hudson Yards, a mega-scale luxury development project on the west side of Manhattan.
The storyline of the music video has a flair of juvenile ambition: three men had to rendezvous with a girl at Hudson
Yards, with one of them choosing to fly on a private helicopter operated by Blade, a charter company offering premium
rides through smartphone apps. Once all have gathered
atop the Vessel, a 12-story high “public art” of interlocking
staircases designed by Thomas Heatherwick, a series of
frantic, dizzying drone shots flying in and out of the Vessel
follows. It’s pointless and exhausting. The three-minute long
video ended up being no more than a co-branded ad for
Blade and Hudson Yards.

Seeing Like A Helicopter

The sky above densely populated cities like New York and
Los Angeles is buzzing with rapidly growing helicopter
traffic, and the daunting reality is that most of these flights
are unregulated and sparsely monitored by air traffic control. Unlike commercial jets, helicopter pilots have a lot of
discretion and freedom over where they fly. They also have
to rely on themselves to avoid collisions. Even for the most
seasoned pilot, the task can become dangerous and unnerving when bad weather or heavy traffic complicate things.
In New York City alone, there have been at least 30 helicopter crashes since 1983, resulting in 25 fatalities.05 New York
State congressman Jerrold Nadler and mayor Bill de Blasio
have continued to fight for tighter regulations on helicopter
traffic over Manhattan, battling federal agencies who are
uninterested in cooperating.06

05 Michael McDowell, “The Unfriendly Skies
Above New York City,” The Intelligencer,
New York Magazine, October 27, 2019.
06 Ibid.

↓ LAPD air support unit hovering over an
incident. Photo credit: Kevin Cooley for The
New York Times

If one can afford to fly over
the rest of us, why not?

04 The Chainsmokers, “The Chainsmokers,
ILLENIUM - Takeaway (Official Video) ft.
Lennon Stella,” premiered Jul 24, 2019,
YouTube Video, <https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lzkKzZmRZk8>
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Unbeknown to The Chainsmokers, their music video might
have encapsulated the absurdity of modern urban policies.
If one can afford to fly over the rest of us, why not? If one can
afford to entertain themselves in a lavish place designed to
look like any other city on earth, why not indulge? Of course,
documenting all of this through a smartphone for the effects
of social media is also a must.
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When tragedy strikes, the burden that comes with these
flying machines can become insurmountable. The world
weeped at the demise of basketball star Kobe Bryant when
his charter helicopter crashed on the Santa Monica Mountains in January 2020. Kobe became a frequent flyer on helicopter rides for the exact reason: to bypass traffic on choked
L.A. Freeways.07

Someone, or something, is
constantly hovering above
and watching us.

Seeing Like A Helicopter

↓ On March 25, 2020, an NYPD helicopter
patrolled various public spaces in New York
City, ensuring residents are complying
social distancing orders. Photo credit: NYPD
Commissioner Dermot Shea Twitter, 2020.
Video compilation:
vimeo.com/zengwish/nypd

Just like the design of Los Angeles yielded a need for a
legion of police helicopters, the clogged highways of L.A.
indirectly contributed to Kobe’s tragedy. It turns out, no one
can evade the shortcomings of a city, not even the rich and
powerful. While the more affluent can afford to temporarily
escape to the skies, the less fortunate have to grapple with
surveillance from above — the sounds of engines stirring up
fear and trepidation.
I see helicopters as an analogy of the top-down control
many states exert on their citizens. It might not necessarily
be in the physical form of a flying object, but rather, the concept of gaining altitude, rising above, and making visible. A
reminder that someone, or something, is constantly hovering above and watching us. ▒

07 Tim Arango, Dave Philipps, Julie Bosman
and Louis Keene, “In Los Angeles, a City of
Helicopters, Kobe Bryant Was a Frequent
Flier,” The New York Times, January 30,
2020.
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Spatial Formulas
Short Film, 2019
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Spatial Formulas

In the opening chapter of her book Extrastatecraft,
Keller Easterling proclaims that infrastructure in modern cities, especially those built from scratch with
the agenda of economic developments, often follow
repeatable formulas dictated by an all-encompassing
entity — infrastructure as “a secret weapon of the most
powerful people in the world.”

November 2019
Short Film, 1 min
16:9 Ratio
Weixizeng.com/
spatial-formulas

In Spatial Formulas, various satellite images of the
most essential spaces in our cities are presented
through an endless loop. Highways, suburbs, parking
lots, airport runways, high-rise façades are confined in
square grid cells, evoking a rote system of reproduction, as well as the Jefferson Grid. As different cells
shift through different places, countless results of a
bigger landscape are generated. Each new landscape
composed of fragments of reality radiates an eerie
sense of familiarity, while at the same time hints at the
shortcomings of modern urbanization. Generating
urban developments from a formula might have the
potential to yield millions of unique results, but each
instance inevitably feels too similar for comfort. What’s
more disheartening and concerning is that these formulas are rarely composed by those who end up using
them, but by people who use infrastructure as a gateway to their own gains.
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The Great Empty
American Freeways
Short Film, 2020

↑ Interstate 610 and La
Porte Freeway (Texas State
Route 225). Houston, Texas.
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The Great Empty
American Freeways

Looking at these images of empty freeways, one might
assume they are documentations of the nation’s
unprecedented lockdown in 2020. However, these
images predate the pandemic and live on the web in a
perpetual form. They are captured from Google Earth, a
testament to its algorithm that removes traveling cars
on highways.

March 2020
Short Film, 2 min 12 sec
2.63:1 Ratio
Weixizeng.com/
empty-freeways

The interstate system is often championed as the
artery of the U.S. economy. In popular culture and artistic depictions, freeways are mostly framed as sublime
and grandiose — symbols of “American freedom”.
Google Earth’s scanning algorithm erases most cars,
reframing highways into idyllic parklands of asphalt.
However, the reality is far from that: freeways are a
reminder of the dominant car culture in the US, the
limit it imposes, the traffic it creates, and the inequality
it brings.
In this satirical short film, eerie flyover shots of freeways are edited to John Philip Sousa’s famous militaristic score The Liberty Bell. Will the pictures of cities
devoid of cars and humans be something we remember by when we think of “the end of capitalism”?
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US Route 101 (Hollywood Freeway) and
California Route 110 (Harbor Freeway).
Los Angeles, California.

Interstate 95 (NJ Turnpike).
Newark, New Jersey.

Interstate 610 and La Porte
Freeway (Texas State Route
225). Houston, Texas.

Interstate 85 and Texas State Route
166. Atlanta, Georgia.

Tacoma Narrows Bridge,
Washington State Route 16.
Gig Harbor, Washington.

Florida State Route 826
(Palmetto Expressway).
Miami, Florida.

Interstate 75. Miami, Florida.
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Interstate 710 (Long Beach Freeway)
and Interstate 105 (Century Freeway).
Lynwood, California.
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↑ Interstate 710 (Long
Beach Freeway) and Los
Angeles River. Lynwood,
California.
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↑ Interstate 85. Atlanta,
Georgia.
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↑ Interstate 110 (Harbor
Freeway) and Interstate
105 (Century Freeway).
Los Angeles, California.
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Automotive
Urbanism
—
A Director’s
Cut

↓ Stuck in traffic, about to jump out of the
seat to sing and dance. La La Land (2016).
Dir. Damien Chazelle.

↓ Stuck in traffic, picking nose. Trafic (1971).
Dir. Jacques Tati.

Essay 3

Damien Chazelle’s 2016 musical drama La La Land opens
with a Los Angeles cinematography trope — a legion of
cars sitting still on a flyover ramp at the highest level of the
Harbor Freeway interchange, where Interstate 105 and 110
meet.01 We see motorists dwelling in vehicles, nodding
cheerfully along their selection of various radio programs, or
engaging in soulful conversations with fellow passengers as
if they were in a Super Bowl car ad.
Chazelle was clearly influenced by French filmmaker
Jacques Tati’s depiction of a Dutch traffic jam in the 1971
film Trafic. However, this is not quite an homage and the
similarity stops short. Tati undoubtedly resented the phenomenon of car-oriented lifestyles which invaded post-war
continental Europe. He sharply aimed his camera at drivers
sitting in boredom — worn out by the road as they simultaneously picked their noses to kill time.
As a modernist comedian, Tati’s humorous criticism on
automobiles were bold confrontations to an increasingly
homogenized world. Meanwhile Damien Chazelle fantasized the irate gridlock into a full blown dance extravaganza,
offering cinematic pans revealing the glistering Los Angeles
skyline in the distance. This opening sequence represented
detachment — using music and poetry as a portal to escape,
painting over problems without offering solutions in reality.
The dance on the freeway overpass is surely an inventive way
to occupy a vital public space. It is celebratory, although for
the wrong overtone — qualifying for a commercial promoting Los Angeles’ auto infrastructure.
The Harbor Freeway interchange is highway management
on steroids. Officially named the Judge Harry Pregerson
Interchange, it is “the biggest, tallest, most costly traffic
structure … built by California Department of Transportation.”02 Slender concrete pillars supporting multi-layered
travel lanes reach as high as 130 feet, soaring above most
buildings in the neighborhood.03 To Los Angeles, its gaping
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01 Kevin Fallon, “How ‘La La Land’ Staged a
Dance Number on an L.A. Freeway,” The Daily Beast, December 16, 2016. <https://www.
thedailybeast.com/how-la-la-land-stageda-dance-number-on-an-la-freeway>
02 Ronald B. Taylor, “Soaring Interchange
on Century Freeway to Be One of a Kind,”
The Los Angeles Times, December 10, 1989.
<https://www.latimes.com/archives/laxpm-1989-12-10-me-442-story.html>
03 Ibid.
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Harbor Freeway Station. Both station platforms are located
in the median of two freeways, a cost-saving design choice.
The consequence is that the station platforms are notoriously loud, being exposed to the eternal roar of traffic.

Automotive Urbanism — A Director's Cut

On average, Harbor Freeway Station’s noise level reaches
86.7 decibels, on the verge of causing permanent hearing
damage.08 But for long periods of time, the L.A. Metro and
the Department of Transportation didn’t offer any viable
solution, since there was no incentive to act.
A pedestrian and transit user’s perspective on cities are dramatically different from drivers’. I have visited Los Angeles
twice, both times relying on public transit to navigate the
sprawling metropolis.

↑ The top ramp of Harbor Freeway
Interchange, when not used by dancers.
Photo credit: Google Street View.

and voluminous inner workings are like a sublime temple —
dedicated to those who worship cars as the ultimate symbol
of American success.
Such mentality is also evident in David Brodsly’s 1981 work
L.A. Freeway: An Appreciative Essay. Brodsly praised that
“the freeway was the logical next step in making the Los
Angeles dream a reality,” as he justified the eradication of
early L.A. streetcar systems.04
Brodsly revered freeways as a deus ex machina, because he
believed that an automotive future needed a machine-age
interface. He is partially correct in stating that cars “[have]
become an extension of our bodies, both as appendage and
as an expression of personality.”05

04 David Brodsly, Prologue, L.A. Freeway: An
Appreciative Essay, Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1981.
05 Ibid.
06 U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 American
Community Survey.
07 Joe Linton, “Fun Facts on How Much
People Drive In Different Parts of Southern
California and L.A.,” Streetsblog LA,
August 20, 2019. <https://la.streetsblog.
org/2019/08/20/fun-facts-on-how-muchpeople-drive-in-different-parts-of-southern-california-and-l-a/>
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Automobiles have crowned the achievement as a quintessential American cultural signifier. The industry is an inescapable addiction to most Americans who drive. A 2013
census study showed that 77% of Angelenos use a personal
vehicle to commute.06 For the rest who rely on other modes
of transportation, their mobility status directly “correspond
to transit dependency and poverty.”07 Navigating urban
areas like Los Angeles without a car can be borderline inconvenient, in worst cases hostile.
Sandwiched between the stacks of the Harbor Freeway
interchange is a public transit connection — L.A. Metro’s
Silver Line busway connects to the Green Line light rail at

Automobiles have crowned
the achievement as a
quintessential American
cultural signifier.
On the ground, not being confined to a metal shell, the city
feels outlandish. It’s a strikingly unique sensory experience:
swooshing sounds from speeding cars, the grinding hot
asphalt, the clear sky echoing blinking aircraft, the all-seasoned sun, the precious shade… The incongruity of the built
environment is comparable to a mashed-up movie set.
Traversing on the mostly deserted sidewalks draws attention — drivers gave me odd looks as if they haven’t seen a
two-legged animal walk in their lifetime, they wondered if I
was in distress. A hotel shuttle driver rolled down his window
and asked if I needed help.
It’s as if that an upstanding middle-class-looking person
is expected to not wander on foot in a city like Los Angeles.
“Parking validation, valet, premium car wash…” They hint at
the primal way to move around. Automobile is the default,
walking and public transit is inferior. In many American
movies, seeing a character rely on buses or subways often
implies that something has gone wrong in their lives. Transit

08 Alexander Schaffer, Passenger Exposure
To Noise At Transit Platforms In Los Angeles,
UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation, July
2012.
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is framed as a mode for the lower class, the stigma surrounding it prominent. Whenever one breaks out the class
boundary, they inevitably invite scrutiny.
Actually, I have visited a fictional version of Los Angeles
in the more “desirable” fashion of driving. As a kid I was
introduced to Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas (GTA). The
infamous role-playing urban expedition video game requires
players to hijack vehicles and drive around the simulated
city to complete tasks. In the fuzzy low-poly renders, Los
Angeles became Los Santos, but hints of the real city
remains.

↑ Iconic moments in the game Grand Theft
Auto: San Andreas.

I was never attracted to video games growing up, but I found
GTA to be a fascinating experience. I wasn’t particularly
invested in the conventional game-play, but rather spent
most of my time mindlessly wandering around the virtual
cityscape. It was the best way for a kid on the other side of
the world to immerse in a supposedly American city. I drove
through intersections, boulevards, picturesque hillside villas,
beach fronts that resembled the real Los Angeles. Like many
other expat GTA players, the game was my first point of contact to vernacular American urban culture; albeit a heavily
skewed, distorted one.

Automotive Urbanism — A Director's Cut

We as audiences are
constantly exposed to
urban stories distorted
for artistic depiction.

↓ The MGM New York Street set smack in
the middle of suburban California. Photo
credit: Michael McAllister, 1951.

Architecture writer Dan Hill also described his similar obsession with GTA. He considers “Los Angeles [as] a city constructed from images entwined with fake histories.”09 We as
audiences are constantly exposed to urban stories distorted
for artistic depiction. How much of the collective memories
and cognitive imagery of a city is real, and how much of
them originates from fiction?
Storytelling mediums like film and video always allude to
something beyond stories on the surface. Thom Anderson
noted in his seminal work, Los Angeles Plays Itself, that
“Movies bury their traces, choosing for us what to watch,
then moving on to something else.”10

09 Dan Hill, “Los Angeles: Grand Theft
Reality,” City of Sound Blog, December
19, 2004. <https://www.cityofsound.com/
blog/2004/12/los_angeles_gra.html>
10 Thom Anderson, Los Angeles Plays Itself,
Cinema Guild, 2003.
11 James Sanders, Celluloid Skyline: New
York and the Movies, New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 2001.
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The contents on the countless screens we interact with
today exist in varying degrees of truth and deception. “Movies may hold the key to unlocking the city’s ‘secrets,’ the
hidden meanings beneath its outward form.”11 Innumerable
lessons can be learnt from the cinematic urban setting. The
director’s cut for our cities should be mastered by individuals, not by a secret hand in the high castle. ▒
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Atlas of Imaginary Places
Book spreads, 2018
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Atlas of
Imaginary Places
The Atlas is a collaborative book-making project marking the beginning of my two-year graduate study. Like a
rite of passage, incoming graduate students are asked
to complete The Twelve labors, interacting with the
urban landscape and communities in Providence. The
outcomes from these tasks are then processed and
interpreted by each one of us.
As a traveler constantly moving between cities and
neighborhoods, I often create imaginary spaces and
structures in my head — constructs that evoke familiarity and security. My contribution to the atlas takes
form of cinematic spreads illustrating imaginary scenes
where stories could potentially arise. From the scale as
enormous as the world, down to the smallest personal
space, these fictional sets provide stages for me to
remix the reality and challenge presumptions
on storytelling.

September 2018
Spreads in collaborative
book, 8.5×11in each page
Weixizeng.com/atlas

The Twelve Labors:
01 Choose a bus route and
document your journey.
02 Visit Brown’s John D.
Rockefeller, Jr. Library and
copy 3 things of interest
from different areas of the
library.
03 Record, transcribe, and
edit a 15 minute conversation with a new classmate.
04 Choose a location and
on a single day go there and
write for 10 minutes without
stopping at: 09:00, 14:00,
19:00, 23:00.
05 Document twelve hours
of weather.
06 Superimpose one map
onto another local map;
travel there, and document
your findings in the area.
07 Obtain 3 items for under
$6 sum total from Ocean
State Job Lot.
08 Within 5 minutes, take
as many photos as you can
of a place that you would
not be able to find on a
standard map.
09 Visit Prospect Terrace
Park and write 3 postcards.

↑ Opening page for my
section of The Atlas. Bar
codes seen here came
from scans of used flight
boarding passes.

10 Have someone film you
doing one physical activity
and produce a series of
film stills.
11 With a classmate,
visit one of Providence’s 25
neighborhoods and spend
15 minutes documenting it.
12 Have the classmate who
alphabetically precedes you
provide one additional task.
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The following spreads are dedicated to
fictional constructions. Whenever I am
immersed in foreign environments, I look
for objects and elements that remind me of
places I have been to before. Through this
process, I create imaginary settings where I
take sancturay from the unknown.
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From a scale as enormous as the
world, to the smallest personal
space, I have been questioning my
surroundings, as I propose to the
world a series of “What if”s. These
are attempts to investigate, as well
as to challenge the status-quo.
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fig. 1
World
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Would the world still be the same if all the continents
and all the countries are connected by land? Would
there be more conflicts or less? Knowing the Pangaea
that existed about 335 million years ago, I realized this
question is more about time than it is about geography.
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The United States has always intrigued me as a nation. It is
vast and diverse; so unified yet divided. A conversation with
Bobby Joe made me realize how different America is from
China, yet sometimes how similar these two mega-nations
behave. They are both complex collectives which regularily
perplex the world, each other, and even their own people.

fig. 2
Nation
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So many neighborhoods in the US have been going through
dramatic changes. Some call it “urban renewal” yet some call it
“gentrification”. These streets and buildings might look the same as
they were decades ago; but beneath the façades, the inner core is
hollowed out, and then pieced together again into whatever form the
trendist style dictates. These collected façades are from the Jewelry
Distrcit near downtown Providence, a long-neglected community
slowly waking up from desertion. Sitting right in the middle of a
handful of industrial lofts, are big plots of land marked with rocks
on their property lines. They were the scars left by a freeway slicing
through these streets, still unable to rebuild or recover.
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Back to the desk, back to the drawing board, back to
the intimate place where so many of the things we are
accustomed to in life were first conceived. Can we claim
that the desk of artists, inventors and creators contain
the world as we know it?
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12 Tracks to Providence
Questionnaires and
animated Diagram, 2019
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12 Tracks to
Providence

March 2019
Questionnaire booklets and
animated diagram
Weixizeng.com/12-tracks

The history behind every individual, especially the
history of their movements, is fascinating to me. We
all “move” differently, permitted yet restricted by our
distinct nationalities and social status.
Some of us are entitled to be protected by the powerful entities behind their citizenships, while others
suffer simply because they might have been born on
the alternate side of a border. I knew the travel logs of
my classmates are worth documenting — it could be a
diagrammatic way of chronicling complex lives.
Borders are illusive formations. Today, international
travel is by default flying — an act of circumventing
physical borders on the ground. The borders between a
nation and “international limbo” are austerely defined
by glass walls, sliding doors, or a painted line. It seems
appropriate to experiment with a new way of mapping
world travels: throwing out conventional borders and
contours of countries.

→ Most of us enter and
exit countries through
airports, a highly sterilized
interface for immigration
management.
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↑ Questionnaires designed
to ask my classmates about
where they have lived.

I designed a paper questionnaire to collect residential records from my classmates. I wanted to make the
participants feel comfortable about sharing personal
histories of where they have lived more than three
months. A cold, impersonal digital form would be counterintuitive. Having my participants write out their
answers also encourages them to be more thoughtful
with their responses; as one of them wrote to me afterwards, “the process of writing out where I’ve lived is
surprisingly self-reflective and meditative!”
131

ies were then plotted in relation to each other, while
allowing distortion of distance. For example, London is
closer to Providence than Manhattan.
With the base diagram completed, paths with different
colors each representing one individual formed as they
move from one city to the next.
These paths weave voluminous, continuous curves
around the cities with no sharp bends or edges — suggesting that movements through time and geographical space are everlasting. The interlaced result for all
twelve paths takes the shape somewhere between a
constellation chart and a diagram for airline routes.
The final iteration of this project is an animated diagram: a more appropriate medium for showing complex information across a long timeline. The mobilization of these curves immaculately captures the
progression of time — which would have been rather
difficult to replicate solely with print design.

↑ Animated diagram with
a list of everyone’s names
and birthdays on the
side, accompanying the
constantly-shifting diagram
on the right.

As the data and records from my questionnaires are
plotted down, some insights start to form. Many of my
classmates have moved to cities other than their birthplaces for their undergraduate studies and haven’t
lived long-term in their hometowns ever since. These
printed forms became an unique archive, full of shared
stories and nuances.
The mapping stage of this project presented plenty of
opportunities to experiment with unorthodox design
choices. Instinctively, I knew the map would have Providence as the center, since everyone eventually converge on the city.

One is now able to witness all twelve people being
born, as their path first appear on the diagram, then
slowly inching towards their next destination.
The movements are poignant yet momentous, keeping
in mind that all these people are strangers until they
meet in Providence, RI. An animation like this can also
be re-timed to various speeds — potentially even to
real-time when this film would take as many years as it
represents to advance forward.

↓ Details of the diagram
when everyone starts
to arrive in Providence;
marked by radiating circles
popping up from the center.

The end result is a circular map that has no definitive
North or South, East or West. On the periphery are the
twelve birthplaces, placed next to each other loosely
based on their geographical correlations. Other cit132
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OtEoN: On the Edge
of Normal
Exhibition identity
design, 2019
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OtEoN:
On the Edge
of Normal

On the Edge of Normal
2 MFA3
GD4 Biennial
6

1

Koffler
Gallery5

1 April Fourth to April Twenty-First. 2 Twenty Nineteen.
3 Master of Fine Arts. 4 Graphic Design.
5 Center for Integrative Technologies, 169 Weybosset Street.
6 Rhode Island School of Design.

On the Edge
of Normal
MFA3
GD4
Biennial

Sol
Koffler
Gallery5
1 April Fourth to April Twenty-First.
2 Twenty Nineteen. 3 Master of Fine Arts.
4 Graphic Design.
5 Center for Integrative Technologies,
169 Weybosset Street.
6 Rhode Island School of Design.

1
2 MFA3 GD4

Biennial

Sol
Koffler Gallery5

2
1

On the Edge
of Normal

6

The 2019 MFA Graphic Design Biennial responds
organically and generously to work from the past
two years like a string of acronyms. We named the
show “OtEoN: On the Edge of Normal” to exaggerate
the curatorial gesture, collapsing the many facets of
graphic design into one. Throughout the curation and
identity design process, we refrained from predetermining the “not normal,” instead striving to allow the
work to intuitively speak for themselves.

March 2019
Exhibition Identity Design
Weixizeng.com/oteon

Creative Direction:
James Goggin
Bethany Johns
Mark Moscone
Curation:
Lizzie Baur
Georgie Nolan
Maddie Woods
Design:
Everett Epstein
Robert McConnell
Weixi Zeng

← The design of the CIT
lobby features a vinyl-cut
show title and a projected
animation on top,
augmenting the recurring
theme of “abbreviation”
and bringing more energy
to the space.

6

1 April Fourth to April Twenty-First. 2 Twenty Nineteen. 3 Master of Fine Arts.
4 Graphic Design. 5 Center for Integrative Technologies, 169 Weybosset Street.
6 Rhode Island School of Design.

Design: EE Everett Epstein. RM Robert McConnell. WZ Weixi Zeng.

↑ Official poster of the show
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Gallery interior view
with works from the
department.
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Restrained by our $0 budget limit, we carried
our act of abbreviation into devising costeffective collateral material. We made many
breakthroughs including a Modular Poster
Display System™ designed for free printing on
color letter and tabloid paper.
Rather than printing large-format conventional posters, individual pieces of letter and
tabloid-sized posters assemble into bigger
compositions when placed next to each other.
This system allows maximum flexibility when
posting; encouraging information to find their
ways onto empty wall spaces around campus,
activating the environments they inhabit.

↑ The first appearance of the modular poster display system in our studio.
→ Stand-alone individual posters were
also posted around campus and the city of
Providence as a supplementary promotion
device. Similar to how the modular poster
system behaves in built environments, these
single prints also interact with the space
they are situated in, creating stimulating
poster situations.

We also eliminated the need to put up wall
labels in the gallery; instead creating catalogue
booklets for navigating the exhibition. Motion
graphics also performed an essential role in
amplifying the acronyms and broadcasting the
show on various platforms. “OtEoN” was not
only a showcase for what had been done but
also functioned as a testing ground for new
approaches to exhibition and identity design.

On the Edge o
Twenty Ninet
Master of Fin
Graphic Desi
Biennial.
April Fourth t
April Twenty-
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Technologies
169 Weyboss
Rhode Island
School of Des
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On the Edge of Normal.
Twenty Nineteen.
Master of Fine Arts.
Graphic Design.
Biennial.
April Fourth to
April Twenty-First.

Center for Integrative
Technologies,
169 Weybosset Street.
Rhode Island
School of Design.

4/4–
On the Edge of Normal
Sol

On the Edge
of Normal
4/4–

Sol

Biennial

On the Edge
of Normal
Sol

Biennial

On the Edge of Normal.
Twenty Nineteen.
Master of Fine Arts.
Graphic Design.
Biennial.
April Fourth to
April Twenty-First.

4/4–

Center for Integrative
Technologies,
169 Weybosset Street.
Rhode Island
School of Design.

4/4

↑ To try solving the confusion many viewers
have with a series of videos compiled on the
same gallery monitor, I designed an auxiliary
animated interface which flanks the video
content. Each number references the
exhibition catalogue, while the superscripts
represent the author for each work. The
upcoming video slowly inches toward the
current number on top, replacing it as one
work ends and another begins. Featuring
work by Goeun Park.
→ Gallery title wall design behind the
public-facing window. Featuring PVD Sign
Boards by Joel Kern.
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Solve this puzzle to unlock door:
EMUFPHZLRFAXYUSDJKZLDKRNSHGNFIVJ
YQTQUXQBQVYUVLLTREVJYQTMKYRDMFD
VFPJUDEEHZWETZYVGWHKKQETGFQJNCE
GGWHKK?DQMCPFQZDQMMIAGPFXHQRLG
T I M V M Z J A N Q L V K Q E DA G D V F R P J U N G E U N A
QZGZLECGYUXUEENJTBJLBQCRTBJDFHRR
YIZETKZEMVDUFKSJHKFWHKUWQLSZFTI
HHDDDUVH?DWKBFUFPWNTDFIYCUQZERE
E V L D K F E Z M O Q Q J L T T U G S Y Q P F E U N L AV I D X
FLGGTEZ?FKZBSFDQVGOGIPUFXHHDRKF
FHQNTGPUAECNUVPDJMQCLQUMUNEDFQ

→ Joint Counterintelligence Training Academy
↓ New Headquarters Building [NHB]
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↑ Director of Intelligence [DI] B���(c)
P L E A S E FAC E
THE CAMERA

DNQFMPNZGLFLPMRJQYALMGNUVPDXVKP

↑
A

Smile! You’re :)
Under Surveillance.

D Q U M E B E D M H DA F M J G Z N U P L G E W J L L A E T G

Buzzard Serif
Typeface design, 2019

W E L CO M E T O C I A H E A D QUA RT E R S

↑ Director of Science & Intelligence [DST]
← Old Headquarters Building [OHB] D���

→ Center for Advanced Study of Language [CASL]

Buzzard Serif

December 2019
Typeface Design
Weixizeng.com/buzzard

Buzzard Serif is a modern text face with bold and pronounced details. It was inspired loosely by Edward
Snowden’s autobiography Permanent Record. Letterforms in Buzzard Serif invoke a sense of authority — the
notion of a perpetual record on everything Internet
users produce. Buzzard Serif is familiar yet foreign:
drawing comparisons from classics like Swift and
Charter, while maintaining its own peculiar flair.
A tall x-height and wedge-shaped serifs allow Buzzard
Serif to stay sharp and clear at smaller sizes. Moderate
contrast and simple constructions make it ideal for
both print and screens.
Buzzard Serif pays homage to early screen-based
typography, as well as the idealistic and liberal Internet
era of Snowden’s formative years. Use Buzzard Serif to
print out your emails or articles and save them to read
offline as if it were the golden 1990s.

↑ Buzzard Serif was created
in Robofont.
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As I read on, I wasn’t sure that anything disclosed in the report
completely justified the legal machinations involved, let alone the
threats by then deputy attroney general James Comey and then FBI
director Robert Mueller to resign if certain aspects of the PSP were
reauthorized. Nor did I notice anything that fully explained the risks
taken by so many fellow agency members — agents much senior to
me, with decades of experience — and DOJ personnel to contact the
press and express their misgivings about how aspects of the PSP were
being abused. If they were putting their careers, their families, and
their lives on the line, it had to be over something graver than the
warrantless wiretapping that had already made headlines.
That suspicion sent me searching for the classified version of
the report, and it was not in the least dispelled by the fact that such
a version appeared not to exist. I didn’t understand. If the classified
version was merely a record of the sins of the past, it should have
been easily accessbile. But it was nowhere to be found. I wondered
whether I was looking in the wrong places. After a while of ranging
fairly widely and still finding nothing, though, I decided to drop the
issue. Life took over and I had work to do. When you get asked to give
recommendations on how to keep IC agents and assets from being
uncovered and executed by the Chinese Ministry of State Security,
it’s hard to remember what you were Googling the week before.
It was only later, long after I’d forgotten about the missing IG
report, that the classified version came skimming across my desktop,
as if in proof of that old maxim that the best way to find something is
to stop looking for it. Once the classified version turned up, I realized
why I hadn’t had nay luck finding it previously: it couldn’t be seen,
not even by the heads of agencies. It was filed in an Exceptionally
Controlled Information (ECI) compartment, an extremely rare classification used only to make sure that something would remain hidden
even from those holding top secret clearance. Because of my position,
I was familiar with most of ECIs at the NSA, but not this one. The
report’s full classification designation was TOP SECRET//STLW//
HCS//COMINT//ORCON/NOFORN, which translates to: pretty much
only a few dozen people in the world are allowed to read this.
I was most definitely not one of them. The report came to my
attention by mistake: someone in the NSA IG’s office had left a draft
copy on a system that I, as a sysadmin, had access to. Its caveat of

8/12

↖ Typeset in an excerpt of
Edward Snowden’s book
Permanent Record.
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PRISM es el nombre que recibe un programa
clandestinode vigilancia electrónica operado
por la Agencia de Seguridad Nacional de los
Estados Unidos (NSA) para la recogida masiva
de comunicaciones procedentes de al menos
nueve grandes compañías estadounidenses de
Internet. Este programa secreto, filtrado a la
opinión pública en 2013, fue puesto en marcha
en 2007, en el marco de la expansión de los
servicios de inteligencia de Estados Unidos
iniciada en 2001 tras los atentados del 11 de
septiembre y el comienzo de la «guerra contra
el terrorismo».
PRISM es el nombre en clave utilizado por el
gobierno estadounidense en su esfuerzo por
recopilar datos, conocido oficialmente como
«SIGAD US-984XN». PRISM recoge y almacena las comunicaciones de Internet a partir de
las demandas que la NSA emite a las empresas de Internet, como Google, amparándose
en la Ley de enmiendas a FISA de 2008, para
que las compañías entreguen todos los datos
que coincidan con los términos de búsqueda
aprobados por el tribunal FISA.La NSA puede
utilizar estas solicitudes para hacerse con las
comunicaciones cifradas durante su viaje por
el backbone de Internet y así
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Beijing Capital
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Los Angeles International
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Amsterdam. Il dessert plus de 329 villes
dans le monde, avec un minimum de 12 000

mouvements dans l’année. Avec plus de 25 00

opportunités de connexions en moins de deu
heures entre vols moyens et longs courriers

par semaine, il est le plus performant des hu

européens. Le taux de correspondance sur la
plate-forme est de 31,6% en 2015 et Paris se
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trouve à moins de deux heures de vol
de tout

les grandes villes d’Europe occidentale.

All the “Hmms”
That’s Fit to Print
Animation, 2019
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All the “Hmms”
That’s Fit to Print

December 2019
Short Animation
Weixizeng.com/hmm

Michael Barbaro, host of The Daily podcast from The
New York Times, is known for uttering lots of “hmms”
and “umhmms” in his show as a response to the
increasingly shocking news from around the world.
I sampled all the “hmms” from one of The Daily’s episode, and restructured an alternative podcast episode
comprised solely of “hmms” and other signature phonic indicators from Barbaro and his guests.

→ Michael Barbaro’s
signature phrase towards
the end of each episode
where he transitions from
the featured story to a rapid
recap of world news.

↑ The title of the animation
“All the hmms that’s fit to
print” is gradually replaced
by arrows in different styles.
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You Can Only
See Half of It

Afterword

I could never forget a conversation in Taiwanese director Edward Yang’s final work, Yi Yi (一一, Also known as
A One and a Two). Before their morning commute, the
quirky and curious son, Yangyang, asked his dad a set
of contemplative questions:

“Daddy, I can’t see what you see and you can’t see
what I see. How can I know what you see?”
“Good question, I’ve never thought of that…
That’s why we need a camera, do you want to play
with one?”
“Daddy, can we only know half of the truth?”
“What? I don’t get it.”
↓ Yangyang posing
questions to his dad.

“I can only see what’s in front, not what’s behind.
So I can only know half of the truth, right?”

洋洋： 爸比，你看得到的我看
不到，我看到的你也看不到啊，
我怎么知道你在看什么呢？
南峻： 你问的问题爸比倒没有
想过哦。
南峻： 可是我们不是有照相机
吗，那我叫你拍照你又不想学。
洋洋： 爸比，我们是不是只能
知道一般的事情呢？
南峻：
懂哎。

你在问什么，爸比听不

洋洋： 我只能看到前面，看不
到后面。这样不是就有一半的事
情看不到了吗？

南峻： 你问题好像太多了哦。
这样好了，轮到我来问你…

“You have a lot of questions today!
Let me ask you one…”

Yi Yi is a subtle, serene, at times somber film. Viewing it
is like quietly observing two neighboring families’ ups
and downs in urban Taipei. The city is both the backdrop and the motivation that propels the interlacing
stories forward. For a few scenes throughout Yi Yi, we
actually watch the characters through closed-circuit TV
monitors — a subtle nudge by Edward Yang that mundane life is no less of a target for scrutiny, and we could
be on either end of the pixelated TV screens.
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In a late-capitalist environment on the verge of being
overruled by technology, the quest for truth might
sound futile.

Afterword

Today, it is much harder to prove something is real, to
infer authenticity, or to retain a lucid resolution.
↑ Looking through
Yangyang’s collection of
photographs of the back of
people’s heads.

Yangyang photographed the back of the head of everyone he knows, hoping he would achieve the goal of
helping everyone see the other “half of the truth.”

Do we only see half of each
story, forgetting that other
perspectives exist?
As we draw close to the end of this book, you might
have noticed my tendency to explore subjects seemingly having no direct connection to graphic design —
I’m addicted to satellite imagery, I track flights, I analyze films, I search for connections between cities and
artistic expressions… I realized many things can be
used to reveal facts they’re not originally designed to
disclose. These are simply ways I think helps me see
better, and notice more.

Being truly able to see, might not be as easy as we
think. But we can all start practicing like Yangyang. ▒

↓ For a few scenes in Yi
Yi, we observe the film’s
characters through CCTV
monitors.

Is seeking truth an innate, natural desire? Yangyang’s
questions about what he can and cannot see is not
merely a childish confusion. When the adults were busy
figuring out their complex relationships, Yangyang was
experimenting with his most intuitive thoughts. When
we try so hard to balance and consume information, do
we become selective? Do we only watch what we want
to watch, and read what we want to read? Do we only
see half of each story, forgetting that other perspectives exist?
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Watch the thesis video essay:
Weixizeng.com/thesis-video
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